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Who’s left to tax? US taxation of corporations and their shareholders1

I.

Introduction

We usually say that corporate earnings are subject to two levels of income tax: first,
the corporation pays an income tax on earnings and, second, the shareholders pay an income tax on the
dividends they receive and capital gains they realize. The story now is illusory: We tax earnings twice,
but badly.
A half century ago, the US corporate income tax was a major source of revenue. Since then, the
corporate tax base has eroded and, in 2017, the corporate tax rate was cut sharply from 35 to 21
percent. As a result, corporate tax receipts dropped from 3.6 percent of GDP in 1965 to 1.5 percent in
2017 to 1.1 percent in 2019.2 Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the resultant economic collapse,
corporate tax receipts fell further, finishing below 0.8 percent of GDP for the fiscal year 2020, which
ended on September 30 (and will finish lower still for the calendar year 2020).3
Over the same half century, the shareholder tax base also dwindled. In a 2016 article, we estimated
that US taxable accounts only held about a quarter of US portfolio stock down from almost 80 percent
50 years prior.4 In a 2017 article, we estimated foreign investors held about 35 percent of US corporate
stock, including both foreign direct and portfolio investments.5
After the 2017 cuts in corporate tax rates, there have been calls to raise them. Most recently, for
example, former Vice President Biden proposed to raise the corporate income tax rate from 21 to 28
percent.6
This article updates our previous estimates of the shifting ownership of US corporate equity and
describes continuing trends. We find that foreigners now hold about 40 percent of total US equity,
retirement accounts about 30 percent, and taxable accounts about 25 percent. We then discuss the
implications of the ownership trends for tax policy, both for raising taxes on corporations and shifting
more taxes to shareholders. Overall, we find that foreigners and the richest Americans incur the burden
of increasing corporate taxes—and reap the benefit of cutting them.
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II.

The shifting ownership of US corporate equity

In recent years, the foreign share of US corporate equity has ballooned, as reflected in data from the
financial accounts of the US from the Federal Reserve (the “Fed”).7 Foreigners held just 4 percent of US
equity in 1986, but their share rose steadily to 11 percent by 1980, 25 percent by 2000, and 40 percent
today.

Foreigners own US corporate equity two ways: (i) foreign direct investment (“FDI”), which is
voting stock of 10 percent or more or (ii) portfolio stock for less than 10 percent of voting stock.8 For
example, Siemens AG, a German multinational, might wholly own Siemens USA, a “direct” investment.
Or the Norwegian sovereign wealth fund might own Apple stock as a portfolio investment.
Both the direct and portfolio investment by foreigners in US equities increased dramatically over
the last two decades.9 And the spurts appears unrelated to changes in the US corporate tax rates.10
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Over the same period, US ownership of foreign stock rose at a similar clip. This growth, by
spurts, in cross-border investment is just one manifestation of globalization.
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Stock that is not held by foreigners is increasingly held in tax-advantaged retirement accounts,
now about 30 percent of total US equity. Retirement accounts include defined benefit (“DB”) plans (8
percent of the total US equity), defined contribution (“DC”) plans (8 percent), individual retirement
accounts (“IRAs”) (12 percent), and life insurance separate accounts (3 percent), which are reserves that
fund annuity and life insurance policies.

The oldest retirement plans, DB plans, started in the mid-19th century, as some employers paid
employees a percentage of their salary after disability or retirement. Today, DB plans make annuity
payments to retired workers based on years of work and earnings. To qualify under the tax rules, a DB
plan can pay a maximum $235,000 annually after retirement.
Both private and public employers can offer DB plans. However, over time, most private
employers turned away from DB plans, because of their large long-term funding burdens.11 As a result,
the share of US equities held by DB plans fell from a high of 22 percent in 1985 to 16 percent by 2005.
The trend continued, abetted by a state and local DB plan shift from direct equity holdings to alternative
investments, including hedge funds, private equity funds, real estate, and commodities.12 By 2019, the
share of US equities held by DB plans had declined to 8 percent.
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Defined contributions (DC) plans permit an employer and/or its employees to make fixed
contributions to a retirement plan. The maximum combined employer and employee contribution is
$57,000 annually for 2020, with an extra $6,500 “catch up” contribution by employees age 50 or over,
for a total of $63,500.13 The employee owns the account and the balance in the account depends on the
size of past contributions and accumulated investment returns.
DC plans grew in popularity starting in in 1980, when Congress first authorized 401(k)s. Since
then they have remained popular and have held around 10 percent of US equity for the last four
decades. DC plans now include 401(k) plans, similar 403(b) plans for nonprofit employees, 457(b) plans
for state and local government employees, and the federal government’s Thrift Savings Plan.
Congress introduced Individual Retirement Accounts (“IRAs”) in 1978, which are like DC plans,
but without an employer’s participation. IRAs, the newest category of retirement plans, grew steadily in
popularity since then and now hold 12 percent of US equity. Congress initially set the IRA contribution
cap at $1,500, but it’s now $6,000 with an extra $1,000 “catch up” contribution, for a total of $7,000.
The largest increase occurred in 2001, when Congress increased the limit from $2,000 to $5,000, with a
five-year phase-in, and added the extra $1,000 catch-up. However, most of the growth in IRAs holdings
has been fueled by rollovers of large balances in employer plans, which is permitted upon job changes.14
Life insurance companies secure their annuities for contract holders and beneficiaries with
separate accounts. Annuities are contracts that pay out a fixed or variable income stream for a set
period or over the lifetimes of the contract holders or beneficiaries. Their holdings have shown little
change over the period we studied.
The share of holdings of US equity by the last category, taxable accounts, fell more than two-thirds
over the last half century, from about 80 percent in 1965 to 25 percent in 2019. This slide ended in 2008
and flattened afterwards (as stock prices rebounded after the great recession).
III.

Who bears the burden of higher corporate income tax rates?

Shareholders, in the short run and, mostly, in the long run, bear the burden of higher corporate tax
rates. Thus, for example, shareholders would largely bear the burden of an increase in corporate income
taxes from 21 to 28 percent, as proposed by former Vice President Biden. Conversely, they previously
benefitted from the corporate tax cuts in the Tax Cuts and Jobs ACT (“TCJA”).15
In 1962, Arnold C. Harberger first modeled the dynamics of an increase in corporate taxes.16 He
described how an increase in a corporate income tax initially reduces the after-tax returns for capital
invested in the corporate sector which, later, lowers pre-tax returns for capital invested elsewhere. That
is because the capital that is invested in the corporate sector, which is taxed more heavily, may be
shifted to the non-corporate sectors, reducing returns to capital there. A corporate tax increase also
might reduce returns to labor, as workers in the corporate sector might earn less if there were less
13
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capital for them to work with. (The reverse also would be true: a decrease in corporate taxes could
increase returns to corporate capital and labor.)
In the short run, however, shareholders bear higher corporate income taxes--and benefit from lower
taxes.17 As Harberger emphasized in 2008, “The idea always has been that the owners or shareholders of
an enterprise . . . initially bear the incidence of a new [corporate] tax wedge.”18
And the short run could last a long time, as capital may shift slowly. As Alan J. Auerbach observed,
“[w]hile computers can be moved from one office to another, it is considerably more difficult to turn a
nuclear power plant into a tractor.”19 Or as Paul Krugman explained: “One does not simply unbolt
machines in other countries from the floor and roll them into America the next week.”20 Krugman
suggested the path to the long run could last decades.
Moreover, long-run models generally assume only the taxation of normal returns to capital, not
supernormal returns (or rents), which are returns in excess of the normal returns. To the extent
corporate income tax is collected from supernormal returns, the corporation’s owners would bear it,
even in the long run. That is because the corporation’s owners would not shift their investments,
notwithstanding higher or lower corporate taxes.
The Treasury’s Office of Tax Analysis found that excess profits had grown from 60 percent to about
75 percent of the US corporate tax base over the period 1992-2013.21 Edward Fox likewise determined,
over a longer period, 1957 -2013, that the US corporate income tax was collected predominantly from
excess profits.22 Fox found the US corporate income tax mimics a cash flow tax, which is a tax on a
business’s receipts less its costs of materials, capital investments, and labor. Under longstanding views, a
cash flow tax is imposed only on a business’s supernormal returns, and falls on the business’s owners.23
Both Treasury’s and Fox’s studies examined periods before the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (“TCJA”),
which allowed businesses to completely write-off their expenses until 2022, and at least temporarily
shifted the US corporate income tax even closer to a cash flow tax.24
IV.

Who are the shareholders?

As we described above, foreign investors, retirement accounts, and taxable accounts predominantly
own US equity and, thus, bear the increase or decrease in corporate taxes, in the short run and, for the
large part, in the long run.
17
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Foreigners hold the largest chunk of US equity, about 40 percent, with 18 in direct investment and
22 in portfolio holdings. The 40 percent combined foreign ownership translates, proportionately, to 40
percent of the burden from an increase in corporate taxes.
Foreign direct investment (“FDI”) is often neglected in considering foreign ownership. It’s easy to
miss, as the Fed reports direct investments on a table separate from other holdings of corporate
equity.25 Foreign multinational corporations often make these investments into controlled US
subsidiaries.26 But whether a US corporation is controlled by a foreign corporation, or is partially held in
a foreign portfolio, its earnings would be taxed at the same rate and be borne by shareholders. 27
Some hypothesize that foreign-controlled US corporations might, effectively, pay taxes at a lower
rate than non-controlled US corporations, so a tax increase on foreign-controlled US corporations might
have less effect. Perhaps, for example, foreign-controlled US corporations could more easily shift their
income abroad (at least before the recent US and international reforms to limit base erosion and profit
shifting). Although this difference is plausible, it does not appear to be significant.28
Moreover, based on the most recent IRS data, foreign-controlled US corporations paid slightly more
than their proportionate share of US corporate taxes. That is, in 2016, foreign-controlled US
corporations paid 17 percent of all taxes paid by US corporations, while they had only 13 percent of the
assets and 16 percent of the gross receipts of all US corporations. 29
The next largest category of holders of US stock is retirement accounts which, by size, are:
Individual Retirement Accounts (“IRAs”), defined contribution (“DC”) plans, defined benefit (“DB”) plans,
and life insurance company separate accounts.
With IRAs and DC plans, participants elect to contribute and, typically, select their investment. They
later benefit directly from the returns on their contributions, allowing them to withdraw more money
later.
Because contributions are elective, households with the most resources are most likely to
contribute to IRAs and DC plans and allow their balances to grow.30
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Over the last 30 years, the average balance in retirement accounts (that is, IRAs and DCs) of the
richest 10 percent of US households, by wealth, increased to about $950,000, while balances for the
bottom 50 percent increased slightly to around $19,000, according to the 2019 Survey of Consumer
Finance by the Fed.31 As a result, increases (or decreases) in corporate tax rates overwhelmingly burden
(or benefit) the richest Americans, at least in the short run.
As noted in the earlier section, DB plans are less popular now—their share of US equity has
fallen sharply. Despite a decline in stock holdings by DB plans, the Trump Administration promoted
corporate tax cuts by emphasizing: “The biggest public pension funds are the biggest owners of equities
in the world. They’re the policemen, they’re the firemen and the teachers . . . So yes we’re helping
Americans by delivering returns back to them.”32
Lowering corporate taxes does not deliver returns to policemen, firemen, teachers and other DB
plan participants because an increase in the value of the assets in these plans does not increase the
payments promised to the beneficiaries. Participants in DB plans, unlike participants in DC plans, do not
benefit directly.33 Rather, the employer benefits directly.
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Over the last half century, foreigners and retirement plans largely displaced taxable accounts as
the owners of stock issued by US corporations. As a result, taxable accounts only owned about 25
percent of US equity in 2019, down from about 80 percent in 1965.
Moreover, stock held, directly and indirectly, in both taxable accounts and retirement accounts,
now tilts overwhelmingly to the richest American. The top 10 percent of households, on average, own
$1.7 million of stock, directly and indirectly, while the bottom 50 percent only own about $11,000.

Figure 6: Average Stock held in Retirement & Taxable Accounts, 1989-2019
by Percentile of Net Worth
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Shifting corporate taxes to shareholders directly

Some commentators believe high US corporate tax rates encourage US corporations to shift income
offshore or to expatriate. They urge the US to end, or lower, taxes on corporations and increase taxes on
shareholders, who are less mobile.
Eric Toder and Alan Viard proposed to eliminate the corporate tax and to increase the tax on
dividends and stock gains. 34 Changes in the value of publicly traded stock would be marked-to-market in
the hands of shareholders, if not sold during the year. (Mark-to-market is an accounting method that
determines gains or losses on assets as if the assets have been sold at the end of the year.) Toder and
34

See Toder and Viard, “Major Surgery Needed: A Call for Structural Reform of the US Corporate Income Tax. TPC
Research Report. Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, Washington, DC. Toder and Viard later proposed to cut the
corporate rate to 15 percent, not eliminate it. Toder and Viard, “Replacing Corporate Tax Revenues with a Markto-market ax on Shareholder income.” National Tax Journal, 69 (3), 701-732 (Sept. 2016).
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Viard proposed to tax these returns as ordinary income, which is currently taxed at a 40.8 percent rate.
In general, capital gains and dividends of individuals are taxed at a reduced rate of 23.8 percent. And,
currently, unrealized stock gains are stepped up at death (and are never taxed).
Similarly, Harry Gruber and Rosanne Altshuler proposed to lower the corporate tax rate to 15
percent and increase the tax rate for dividends and gains to shareholders.35 Rather than mark-to-market
publicly traded stock, they would impose a deferred interest charge on gains from stock, when the stock
is sold.
Given thea dwindling base of taxable shareholders, both proposals are optimistic. For example, the
gains of foreign shareholders are almost always exempt from taxation. Dividends that are paid to
foreigners are subject to (i) a 30 percent US withholding tax for portfolio investments, which is typically
reduced, by treaty, to 15 percent, and (ii) a 5 percent tax (or sometimes zero) for direct investment.
Retirement accounts, and nonprofit institutions, are not taxed on either capital gains or dividends.
As a result, both proposals must collect a lot of tax from a shrinking base of taxable shareholders,
which we estimate to be less than 25 percent. Collecting a large amount of tax from a shrinking base Is
economically challenging—and introduces distortions.
Another approach would be to “integrate” the US corporate and shareholder taxes, reducing two
levels of tax to one. For example, the US could allow corporations to deduct dividends paid to
shareholders, which would induce corporations to distribute their earnings as dividends to shareholders.
For this approach to avoid losing revenue, the US must increase the tax on dividends that are received
by shareholders, including foreigners, retirement accounts, and individuals.36 These shareholders
undoubtedly would object.
Alternatively, the United States might still tax corporations on their earnings but allow the
shareholders a credit for the taxes paid (or, equivalently, permit a dividends-paid deduction coupled
with a withholding tax on dividends paid to shareholders).37 The credit or withholding tax would not be
refundable to prevent a windfall for foreign investors or retirement accounts. But if these taxes were
nonrefundable, some shareholders might pressure their corporations to shift income to lower-tax
jurisdictions or move abroad.38
VI.

Conclusion

We posed a question in our title: ”Who’s left to tax?” The answer is shareholders, who are
predominantly foreigners and rich Americans. They received a windfall in 2017, when Congress slashed
corporate tax rates to 21 percent so they can afford to contribute more now.
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36
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Shareholders could be taxed either by raising corporate tax rates, or by integrating the corporate
and shareholder tax, and expanding the shareholder taxable base. Given the dwindling corporate and
shareholder tax base over the last half century, either step is crucial.
VII.

Appendix: Overview of methodology

In the financial accounts of the US, the Fed counts all corporate equities that are issued in the US
and some corporate equities that are issued abroad but held in the US. The Fed then allocates these
issuances across various holder categories, ending with the Fed’s residual category, the Household
sector. In this manner, the Fed keeps total equity issuances equal to total equity holdings.
We follow a similar approach, starting with the Fed’s corporate equities that are issued in the US,
adjusting these issuances, and then allocating the adjusted issuances across holders by tax categories:
foreigners, life insurance separate accounts, defined benefit plans, defined contribution plans, IRAs,
government, nonprofits, and taxable accounts. We follow the same constraint as the Fed: total equity
issuances for tax must equal total equities held for tax. But the equities issued for tax (the tax
denominator) and equities held for tax (the tax numerators) differ somewhat from the Fed’s, as we
describe below.
Below we describe out approach: First, we calculate the tax denominator, and second, we calculate
the tax numerators. All amounts below are market values (in billions of dollars) for 2019.
For the tax denominator, we transform total equity issuances reported by the Fed. We do this in
four steps: (1) we subtract double-counted equity holdings i.e., (intercorporate holdings), (2) we
subtract double-counted issuances (i.e., issuances by pass-through corporations, including Scorporations, exchange traded funds (“ETFs”), closed end funds (“CEFs”), and real estate investment
trusts (“REITs”), (3) we subtract foreign-issued stock from the Fed’s total for all equity issuances, and (4)
we add foreign direct investment (“FDI”) to our denominator, to reflect additional US equity that is held
by foreigners. We’re left with the tax denominator:
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Next, for the tax numerators, we transform equity holder categories reported by the Fed. We
also adjust the amounts reported by the Fed to reflect the adjustments to the denominator in the four
steps above. In this manner we ensure, for our tax calculations, total equity issued equals total equity
held.
First, we remove financial and nonfinancial business holdings from the categories of tax holders.
Otherwise, we believe the value of these holdings would be double counted. We then rework the
remaining categories of equity holders reported in table L.223 of the Flow of Funds (on the left-hand
side of table 2, in bold) into tax categories (right hand side of table 2, in bold).
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Mutual funds, ETFs, CEFs, and REITs are tax-transparent, and we look through these entities to
allocate for tax. Thus, in step 2, we remove pass-through issuances from each holder category (other than
mutual fund issuances, which the Fed had removed already) and add back the pass-through holdings of
corporate equity.
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This process establishes the direct and indirect equities held by each of the 8 tax categories. So, in
step 3, we subtract foreign-issued equity, proportionately, for each category and, in step 4, we add, also
proportionately, their respective holdings of FDI. Our final equity holdings now equal issuances (our
original denominator).
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